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Assessment Specifications

Level 3 Latin 2018

Standards 91506 91507

Part A: Commentary
Both standards used passages that were fair but challenging, and suitable for the appropriate level of the
curriculum. This produced a pleasing spread of results, with an above-average number of Merit and Excellence
grades, typical of Latin cohorts at Level 3.

Part B: Report on standards

91506:  Translate authentic Latin text into English demonstrating
understanding
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

identified the oblique cases of genitive and dative, giving their correct 
meanings as well as the different uses and forms of the ablative case, e.g. casu
translated prepositional phrases correctly

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

did not distinguish and translate correctly the different clauses, including relative clauses
did not distinguish between words even with the help of the vocabulary booklet, so that regem was
mistaken for regnum and prope for propter
did not read the title or introduction for the help provided
muddled the pronouns, especially illam with “his”, ips and eius.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

recognised the difference between active, passive and deponent verbs, even translating the deponent
infinitive hortari correctly
correctly recognised and translated the tenses of gerebat, expulerat and exsistunt
identified and translated correctly the genitive cases of ‘militum, legationis’ and ‘regis’
knew what “_que” meant.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

recognised the comparative adverb liberius and did not translate it as an adjective
translated correctly the indirect commands introduced by ‘ut’ and ‘neve’
recognised past participles adducti, despecta, and inito and the constructions they were part of
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did not translate castra as plural.

Standard specific comments

It is advisable that all candidates read both the title and introduction of the texts to understand their gist.

91507:  Analyse authentic Latin text demonstrating understanding
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

translated the events in the passage well and followed the progress of each runner correctly, despite the
lack of pronoun help from the Latin, for instance, they identified that the rasping breath came from
Hippomenes and that it was he, who threw the apple
understood the passage sufficiently well to give a relevant comment or partial explanation for the content of
the passage, some of the grammatical structures, the scansion, and some of the devices used by Ovid to
enhance the meaning of the passage.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

failed to give three correct pieces of Achievement-level evidence, particularly failing to identify in the
passage who was puffing, who was throwing the apple, who was being addressed and who was the
eventual winner
failed to use the vocabulary booklet provided to distinguish between meanings they muddled, e.g. moram
and cursu (line 9) and did not recognise comparative tardius (line 14)
struggled consequently to write meaningful answers on the content of the passage, its structures and
scansion, or to identify and explain four linguistic, stylistic and/or poetic devices
failed often to identify the devices they were writing about, gave no quotations in support, and/or wrote
instead a descriptive summary of the events.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

recognised the change of tenses within the text, made correct agreement between adjective and noun, e.g.
aridus … anhelitus and lasso … ore, recognised who was speaking to whom, who overtook whom, and
who, in line 16, won the race finally
showed some detailed understanding of the structures, scanned two lines correctly and wrote detailed
explanations about four linguistic, stylistic and/or poetic devices used in the passage. Their answers
provided clear information, identification of the device they were writing about and were supported, where
relevant, by quotations from the text.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

translated most of the most difficult sections of the required lines correctly and showed a thorough
understanding of what was happening in the passage, who the runners were, and who addressed whom or
did what
provided relevant and full explanations that showed a thorough understanding of the structures and
scanned correctly the two required lines, recognising the elisions and the main caesurae. In (f) they
correctly identified the linguistic, stylistic and/or poetic devices used in the text, gave relevant quotations as
evidence and included full explanations as to how each device enhanced the meaning of the passage.
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Standard specific comments

It is advisable for candidates to use the Vocabulary Booklet, especially when the meanings of words are not clear.
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